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Bronze Nuts

Bronze Nuts

BRONZE NUTS BRONZE PIPE NUTS LOCK NUTS BRONZE HEX
NUTS ALUMINIUM BRONZE NUTS PHOSPHOR BRONZE NUTS
Conex bronze is a manufacturer of alloy nuts including Bronze Nuts Lock nuts of bronze, phosphor
bronze, silicon bronze & stainless steel nuts. Stainless Steel hex nuts Airframe castellated nuts, plain
airframe nuts, castle shear nuts, check nuts, plain hex nuts, non-structural nuts, hexagon & coarse
thread machine screw nuts & electrical plain hexagon nuts are available. Types of nuts also include
hexagon & fine thread machine screw nuts.Types of nuts include acorn nuts cap nuts, barrel, coupling,
flange nuts, hex, machine screw, kep, nylon insert lock, oval lock, panel, pin lock, reversible, slip on
lock, stover, square, tamperproof, tee, top lock, twin spin serrated lock, weld, wing & wire connectors.
Threads : UNC UNEF Imperial Metric coarse Fine BSW BSP BSPT NPT BSPP
Size

: M3 M4 M5 M6 M8 M10 m12 M16 M20 M25 M32 M40 M50 M63
1/8" 3/16" 1/4" 3/8" 1/2" 5/8" 3/4" 1" 11/4" 11/2" 2"

ADDEESS:
Conex Bronze Fittings
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